2-3 Minute Mini Informative Speech Presentation

Objective: On Thursday, October 3, 2019 we will meet in the SLRC.

While there you all will be introduced to a few research databases and instructed on how to identify credible popular sources. For your mini informative speech presentations, each of you are required to implement researched information from at least 2 credible popular sources. In addition, the research must be cited in accordance with APA 6th edition guidelines in-text, on your reference page, and on your annotated reference page (instructions to follow).

Instructions: Your in-class presentations are scheduled for October 10, 2019. Submit your outlines, reference page, and annotated reference page to D2L by October 10, 2019 @ 11:59 p.m.

Introduction

Attention Getter:
*Purpose Statement: The purpose of my speech is to introduce the class to my informative research project.
(Establish Credibility):
*Thesis – Preview of Main Point(s): My informative speech topic is ________________, and at this time I am focusing on ________________ and ________________.

Body
*Main Point: Tell us what information you want to discuss in your final project.
*Sub point a:
*Sub point b:
*Transition:

*Main Point: Tell us what information you’ve found so far (credible popular sources) be sure to use appropriate APA in-text citations.
*Sub point a:
*Sub point b:
*Transition:

Main Point:
 Sub point a:
 Sub point b:

Transition:

Conclusion

Restate purpose statements:
Restate thesis and preview of main points:
Note of finality:
*I now yield the rest of my time to my listener’s for questions and other considerations I might include to make my speech better.